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It is also found in the hills south of Assam, Manipur and
sometimes Burma as far as Tenasserim. In winter it oc-
curs on the hills of Southern India, and a few casual speci-
mens have turned up on migration in various localities—
Calcutta, Russelkonda, Sirguja. Once it has even reached
Ceylon. But little is known of its movements, and as it
is a shy bird and seldom seen, it may be more widely dis-
tributed than is supposed. It flies slowly and heavily,
much like a Woodcock, and is easy to shoot; it is solitary,
and affects swampy patches on the outskirts of jungle, ly-
ing very close and rising reluctantly and in silence as a
rule, though it appears sometimes to utter a hoarse croak.
It does not seem to feed much on worms, rather affecting
grubs and other insects, especially small and black beetles ;
small black seeds have also not unfrequently been found
in its stomach. It is believed to breed in our hills, but the
authenticity of the eggs hitherto attributed to it is quest-
ioned. Altogether, few of our game species need more
study than this bird.
The Himalayan Solitary Snipe.
Gallinago solitaria, blanford, Faun. Brit, Ind.?
Birds, Vol., IV, p. 290.
This is also a big Snipe, slightly exceeding a foot in
length, with a wing of six-and-a-half inches and bill two-and-
three-quarters. The shank, however, is less than one-and-
a-half, not longer than that of the Pintail Snipe, which, on
a larger scale, this bird much resembles. The upper parts
are a particularly mixed mottling of black, buff and white,
showing more of the last colour than most Snipes ; but the
details of the markings are rather variable. The under
parts below the breast are white, barred "with dark brown
on the flanks.

